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Automatic Bottle Unscrambler

Plastic round bottles, plastic square bottle, some

plastic heterogenic bottles.

LPB-700

LPB-700
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Technical Data LPB-700

Output Up to 120 pcs/min

Turntable diameter 600-750mm

Bottle body diameter (25 mm ~ 75 mm)

Bottle Height 30 ~ 120 mm

Power Consumption 0.7Kw

Voltage 220V 50/60Hz

Machine Dimensions 1065x1600 x1260 mm

Features:

 Up to:120 bottles/min.

 Touch Screen with Intelligent Self-Programmed provides for ease

of operation.

 Variable speed control.

 Bottle Orientating assembly is accurate, adjustable and user

friendly.

 All 304 Stainless Steel Construction to meet the cGMP Standard.

LPB-700
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Automatic Hi-Speed Bottle Unscrambler

GLP Series Automatic Hi-Speed Bottle Unscrambler is designed with stainless

steel housing and Plexiglas enclosures for operator's safety and protection

from dust. It has Automatic Speed Synchronization Setup: Operator dumps

empty bottles in the large hopper. With proper speed settings for bottles

orientating and the hopper elevator transport bottles onto disc sorter to

automatically determined according to bottle size to send to conveyor belt.

Bottles are positioned by a special conveyor belt and other simple mechanical

functions. It has a compact design with enclosed built-in hopper, automatic lid

close/open and disc sorter eliminates noise and saves space. Memory

capacity for 10 job settings: Speeds of disc sorter, product separator and

orientating belt, as well as bottle height can be saved for future use. All

speeds are automatically synchronized after Self-Programmed is

accomplished. There is only a single plate change part for changing bottle

size, which takes only minutes for changeover.

GLP

GLP
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Features:

 Up to:100 bottles/min.

 Touch Screen with Intelligent Self-Programmed provides for ease

of operation.

 Variable speed control.

 Bottle Orientating assembly is accurate, adjustable and user

friendly.

 All 304 Stainless Steel Construction to meet the cGMP Standard.

GLP

Delivery units to scramble
and adjust vessels
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Technical Data GLP

Output 50-200 bottles/min

Bottle size range Diameter 25 mm ~ 75 mm

Bottle Height 30 ~ 120 mm

Compressed Air Pressure 0.3-0.4Mpa

Compressed Air Consumption 50 liters/min

Power AC 220/380V 1P 50/60Hz

Power Consumption 2 Kw

Machine Dimensions 2840x 1327 x 1403 mm

Machine Weight 1000kg

Dimensions:

GLP
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Tablet/Capsule Counting Machine

With unparalleled ease the SaintyCo "SL-24B" equips

your packaging line for accurate counting and filling of

all standard and irregular shapes and all sizes of tablets,

capsules, caplets, transparent soft gels .. etc.

SL-24B

SL-24B
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Features:

 Up to:500,000 pcs/hour.

 100 % counting accuracy guaranteed.

 Count quantity may be set from 1 piece to 9,999 pieces per each bottle.

 Heavy duty stainless steel design with polished welds on all horizontal

surfaces to protect from "dust" build up. There are no spot welds and no

open seams to allow potential product contamination.

 All product contact materials are 316 Stainless Steel or PET.

 Accurately senses all shapes and sizes of products, including tablets,

capsules, caplets, soft gels, transparent soft gels.. etc. Factory testing of

samples is free, with no obligation.

 SL-24B is specialized for counting the products of medicine, health care,

food, agricultural chemicals, chemical engineering and so on.

 The machine can be used alone as well as with other machines produced by

our company to form a complete producing line.

 SL-24B Tablet/Capsule Counter is composed of machine box, three-layer

vibrator mechanism, photoelectric counting system, cylinder and

electromagnetic valve system, controlling box, conveyor, sensors and so

on. Users are able to control the whole working process of the machine

through user interface. High speed PLC system controls the whole process

including counting, filling and monitoring.

 SL-24B is three layer vibration is adopted.

SL-24B

Three layer vibration is adopted.Material

delivery is stable, in order and no

ovrlapped pills will happen.

Slot pad can be detached via the

oneration upon the user-interface.
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Technical Data SL-24B

Number of Counting Channels 24(12+12)

Capacity 100,000-500,000 pcs/hour

Max Speed up to 80 bottles/min

Feeding Hopper 50L×2

Container Height Range 40 ~ 240 mm

Container Opening 25 ~ 75 mm

Product Specifications Tablet Diameter 5 ~ 22mm; Capsule #00 ~ #5

Power AC 220/380V 3P 50/60Hz

Weight 1990 kg

Dimension 2400×1920×1800 mm

Dimensions:

SL-24B
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Cotton Inserter

LSM-50 Automatic Cottoner is suitable for all type of bottles, bottle height,

size and cap diameter can be adjusted-- no change parts are needed!.

Converts cotton into preset lengths. The coil is pulled apart into desired

lengths through two pairs of pinch rollers, each piece is the folded and

inserted up into a tube, forming the “inverted U”. The tube then moves over

the bottle and the cotton piece is inserted down into the bottle by air cylinder

(FESTO). It can work independently or can be integrated into an existing or

new bottle packaging line.

LSM-50

LSM-50
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Technical Data LSM-50

Bottle Opening 25-100mm

Compressed Air Pressure 0.4-0.6 Mpa

Compressed Air Consumption 80L/min

Production Capacity based on two units 120 cycles per min

Power 1PH AC 220V 50-60Hz

Weight 100Kg

Dimension 600 × 600 × 1600

Features:

 Cotton coil length can be set from 2” to 6” (straight length before folding).

 Contact parts are made in stainless steel and PC material.

 Bottle Opening: 1” – 2” (25 – 50+ mm).

 Power Consumption: 1.6 Kw.

Note: Model LSM-50 Cottoner does not come with the conveyor .

Bottle block performing mechanism:

 As soon as the photoelectric sensors receive the signal, the rail closes or

opens according to the PLC programming and makes the bottles in the right

position.

 It is easy for the bottle block mechanism to adjust itself right and left, back

and forth, up and down according to the vessel size.

LSM-50
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Desiccant Inserter-Sack

LGD-50 Desiccant Inserter is suitable for all type of bottles, bottle height,

size and cap diameter can be adjusted no change parts are needed. Desiccant

rolls are to be mounted on the comb web. Desiccants are detected by

BANNER Fiber Optical-Electronic Sensors as they are measured, cut and

inserted into the container automatically. It equipped with HMI (Human

Machine Interface) and Color Screen Panel for ease of operation. It has a

compact design with built-in Plexiglas and safety interlocks.

LGD-50

LGD-50
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Technical Data LGD-50

Capacity based on dual heads

120 pcs/min(single insertion)

80pcs/min(double insertion)

50pcs/min(triple insertion)

Size of The Desiccant
Length 10-40 mm

Width 5-30 mm

Bottle Diameter 30mm ~ 110mm

Bottle Height 50-200mm

Compressed Air Pressure 0.4-0.6 Mpa

Air Consumption 50L/min

Power Supply 1P AC 220V 50-60Hz

Power 1.2 kw

Machine Dimensions 32” x 24” x 75” (800 x 600 x 1900 mm)

Machine Weight 100kg

Features:

 High quality All Stainless Steel Construction to meet the cGMP Standard.

 Automatic lifting system for adjusting different bottle heights.

 Multiple desiccants inserting without additional change parts.

 Memory capacity to record 10 job settings.

 Conveyor backlog detection for automatic operation.

LGD-50
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Chute Capping Machine

The mechanical arm picks up the cap, then turns 90 degrees to transfer the

cap to the capping position, which is just under the capping head. Cap is

pushed up until it is held by the capping head. Then it performs capping onto

the bottle. With the unique capping design, it provides 100% perfect

performance.

Unique capping head with pneumatic adjustable clamp. The clamp provides a

3mm allowance for error. While the holder is opened, its opening space is

3mm larger than cap size. The capping head easily handles cap error

allowance. The cap is continually held tightly by the cap head clamp.

SGX-50

SGX-50
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Features:

 Up to:100 bottles/min.

 No bottle, No Cap.

 Vibrating Cap Loading System.

 Adjustable cap holding pressure and amortize system ensures no

damage to the cap surface.

 All stainless steel construction to meet cGMP standard

 Simple and easy to change parts for different bottle and cap

sizes.

SGX-50
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Technical Data SGX5001 SGX5002 SGX5003 SGX5004

Type spiral screw type
aluminum cap roll

thread crush type
aluminum cap crush type plastic cap crush type

Capacity 40-50 bottles/min

Cap Diameter Φ 25-Φ 60mm

Vessel Diameter Φ 30-Φ 90mm

Vessel Height 50-200 mm

Compressed Air Pressure 0.4-0.6 Mpa / 0.4-0.6 Mpa

Air Consumption 100 L/min / 80 L/min

Power Consumption 1.2 kw 1.0 kw

Power Supply 3PH AC 380V 50-60Hz

Dimensions (L × W × H) 2400 × 900 × 1800mm

Weight (kg) 650 620 600 550

SGX-50
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Aluminum Foil Sealer

The electro-magnetic induction aluminum foil sealing machine utilizes the

principle of electro-magnetic induction to obtain hermetic sealing by making

the surface of aluminum foil instantaneously heat to adhere tightly on mouth

of bottle. The machine is suitable for sealing all types of products in many

industries such as pharmaceutical, food, pesticide, petroleum, cosmetics,

chemical and other applications to obtain the highest sealing quality to

increase the shelve life of the products and for safety purposes.

FL-2000

FL-2000
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Features:

 Up to:160 bottles/min.

 High quality stainless steel construction to meet cGMP standard.

 Panasonic variable drive motor and speed control.

 High operating efficiency and stable sealing.

 Most affordable automatic induction sealer in the industry.

 Composite aluminum foil for sealing is also produced.

FL-2000
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Technical Data FL-2000

Output 50-160 bottles/min

Sealing Cap Diameter Ф 16 - Ф 60 mm

Cap Height 30-260mm

Power Supply 1P AC 200V 50-60Hz 15A

Power 2Kw

Main Machine Dimensions(L×W×H) 600 ×450 ×1200 mm 400 × 600 ×1060mm

Weight 90kg 82kg

Dimensions:

FL-2000
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Pressure Sensitive Labeler

 TPY Series Pressure-Sensitive Labeler (round bottle) is suitable for

such fields as pharmaceutical, health care products, cosmetics, food,

chemistry, petroleum, etc, in which round bottles are used.

 This machine, together with other bottling products of our company, can

form a complete producing line. Also this machine can work alone.

 The machine is controlled by PLC (programmable controller), operated

through touch screen. Also sensors are installed to ensure smooth and

precise labeling and accurate label delivery.

 The machine adjusts flexibly, works reliably and operates easily.

 The hot printer of this machine is imported from UK. The printing is clear

and correct.

TPY-200

TPY-200
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Technical Data TPY-200

Production Capacity 50~80 bottles/min

Bottle Diameter Φ 30-Φ 90mm

Bottle Height 50-200 mm

Compressed Air Pressure 0.4-0.6 Mpa

Air Consumption 50L/min

Power Consumption 1.0 KW

Power 1PH AC 220V 50/60 Hz

Dimension (mm) (L × W ×H) 2400 × 1100 ×1150 mm or 95″×44″×46″

Features:

 Touch Screen Control Technology. Labeler length, lot number

stamping and conveyor speed can be set and adjust.

 Automatic sensor, troubleshooting, data display.

 Hot Stamp Printer--Made in England

 Panasonic and brand components.

 Custom built labelers available for square bottle, both side

labeler and top labeler available

TPY-200
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SPC-150B

Sleeve Labeling Machine

SPC-150B Label Sleeving Machine

 Production Efficiency of Equipment:100bottles-200bottles/min.

 Single Contraction Label Feeding Tray: Automatically controlled

by micro-computer.

 Automatic detection and positioning.

 Swift and label-saving label changing.

 Absolutely precise cutting-off position.

SPC-150B
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SPC-150B

Features:

 Driving unit:

Synchronized transmission and drive by gear with one belt. The change of transmission belt will be

finished quickly. Compared to the type of traditional multilayer whose change and maintain need

more than six hours, its maintenance is easy and maintain is simple, so it doesn’ t influence

production.

 Cutter head unit:

The new style cutting knife droved by servo motor, with high speed, more stable and precise,

shrinks perfectively. Synchronous locating device enables the tolerable error to 1mm.Unit cutter

head plane design in China which applies to the container of ∮30mm—∮130mm.You never need

to change or debug it. Cutter head original transducer is inside the cutter head and when you take

down cutter head, you do not need to correct the synchronous belt. It also has unique light touch

human-machine screen, that means, auto search original location as well as safety and

convenience which is ahead of other congener products.

The new design of cutter adopt step motor with high speed, stable and exact movement, trim cut

place and perfect shrink. Compatible with the label synchronous location structure, the error of

cutting place is within 1mm.

 Label feeding unit:

Single material shelf with reasonable height in order to make it convenient to install label. It

adopts rotary potentiometer which enable the label feeding stable and fluent and avoid the error

label length, label block and other problem when label feeding servo convey the label. It will stop

automatically and give alarm light and also display on the touch screen.

 Clean down unit:

Adopt with motor coordinating with double circular arc synchronous belt makes clean down plastic

core-rubber-tires synchronously and ensures the label casting stably.

 Bottle carrying system:

Adopted with mechanical transmission to drive the positioning belt on both sides. While changing

the whole bottle carrying unit, the down and up, width are all controlled by one hand wheel aiming

to synchronously and swiftly adjust.

 Machine head up and down unit:

It adopts motor to up and down which enable the operation more convenient.
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Technical Data SPC-150B

Capacity ≥100BPM

Qualified rate ≥99.9%

Whole line productive efficiency ≥95%(Calculation of 24 hours）

Applicable diameter of bottle 28mm ～ 125mm

Applicable length of label 30mm ～250mm

Applicable thickness of label 0.027mm ～0.13mm

Label material PVC、PET、OPS

Volume label inside diameter ≥4”（101.6mm）

Volume label outside diameter ≤500mm

voltage AC380V, 50／60HZ, three phase

label sleeving machine output 1.5KW

Electric Shrink tunnel output 0.37KW

Dimension of the machine
Label sleeving machine: L2300×W850×H2000 mm

Electric shrink tunnel: L2800×W900×H1700mm

Weight 1800 kg

SPC-150B
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SPC-2500

In the case of different and irregular round bottles, square

bottles and flat bottles etc, the new-style steam shrinking oven

is easy to adjust and maintain. It has an even shrinking. The

distribution of Iow-pressure steam drum and spouting way of

steam are uniform and designed with seamless tube. The

nozzle is divided to be adjustable three segments and the

height, position and steam output of every segment can be

adjusted respectively so as to gain the perfect shrinking effect.

The whole machine is made of stainless steel with heat

preservation, which not only saves energy, but also complies

with the international safety standard. The stainless steel

defrosting tray collects condense water. The whole machine

adopts the water-proof design with the convenience of easy

operation and low maintenance.

Steam Shrinking Tunnel

SPC-2500
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Technical Data SPC-2500

Input Power Supply of Blower Φ1 220VAC 1.1KW

Input Power Supply of Steam Generator 380V/50Hz

Working Pressure ≤0.1Mpa

Weight 230Kg

Steam Consumption 10-20Kg/h

Size of Oven Body L2300mm x W400mm x H450mm

Transporting Speed 0-35m/min

SPC-2500
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SaintyCo also offer:

Encapsulation Solutions

Tablet Compression Solutions

Coating Systems

Cartoning Systems

Blister Packing Solutions


